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Description : iZotope RX Advanced is the most complete sound restoration software solution on the modern market, a unique stand-alone application developed from scratch to deal with the whole spectrum of problems that arise with audio. In addition to the unique technological qualities that ensure maximum results, the powerful tools built into the RX can also produce high-quality sound processing that conventional restoration products are incapable of. Variable Time and Variable Pitch allow the user to select a portion of the
audio file and design a custom shape for pitch or time variations in the same way we described for the Dialogue Contour module. What deserves attention here, is the incredible, crystalline audio quality of these tools. Not to mention that these can absolutely wink an eye to Sound Design. I tested Variable Pitch on an entire song, with both time changes and Preserve Time enabled (with the first, the module will behave like a Tape play head changing pitch and speed of the file), and I barely heard artifacts, even with generous pitch

variations. Here, too, possible applications are countless, from extreme pitch shifting on raw sound sources to morph them into bizarre effects, or gentle shifts with time changes which reminded me of the old days of sampling material for musical purposes. Pitch Coherence and Transient Sensitivity controls appear on both the modules, allowing for timbre and transient preservation. Mastering a badly mixed song is an uphill battle. Now, thanks to RX Advanced, that's no longer the case. Its Music Rebalance tool allows for
independent gain adjustment of vocals, bass, percussion, and other elements of a mix after the project has been mixed. Drums too loud Vocals not loud enough Music Rebalance allows you to fix these problems, and more, without requesting the original tracks or stems. Beyond that, it's great for creating karaoke tracks. Music Rebalance is also available as an AudioSuite plug-in.
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rx advanced 6 was the result of more than 100,000 hours of engineering effort.
designers carefully analyzed how various audio restoration applications were used in

the field, and used that information to develop rx advanced, which is the most
intuitive and user-friendly of all signal processing applications. they developed a

solid foundation for the future: the rx advanced gui. the rx advanced gui is unique.
you don't need to be a power user to harness its potential. when you select a

problem from the list of problems in the rx advanced menu, the plug-in lists all the
options available for fixing the problem. just by clicking on an option, rx advanced

automatically selects the best option for the particular problem. you can go back and
forth between the dialog box and the gui with the click of a button. you don't have to

memorize a long menu hierarchy. you don't have to worry about accidentally
deactivating the wrong plug-in. the rx advanced gui has a few other unique features,

including the ability to use the gui as a plug-in. you can use the gui to isolate and
manipulate audio. this includes eq match, which is a new hybrid interface that

combines the best of the rx advanced gui and an eq panel in a single user-friendly
gui. rx advanced's new filters, reverb assistant, and new effects can also be

accessed using the gui. when you use rx advanced, you see the results of those
painstaking efforts in real-time. rx advanced's spectrogram display is the clearest,
most intuitive and easy to use display of its kind. you get instant feedback on the
results. rx advanced analyzes problems just like a human ear, giving you the best

possible results in the shortest amount of time. 5ec8ef588b
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